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The  Premium Engl i sh  School  in  Lubumbashi

“An investment in
knowledge always pays
the best interest.”
– Benjamin Franklin

INFRASTRUCTURE
Our world class infrastructure supports both

academic and co-curricular activities. We are

equipped with professionally designed science

and computer labs as well as an auditorium

with interactive technology and, a library

offering an excellent range of books and

publications. A specialised Montessori hall

designed for pre-primary students to further

encourage our Montessori teaching style.

Amongst our other important facilities are

multiple swimming pools, a cafeteria, a music

room, a gym and a play zone designed for

children.

Contact Us
Learning is a treasure

that will follow its
owner everywhere.



Experience, commitment and inspirational are

the words that best describe our highly

qualified teachers and management. Our

foremost dedication is towards providing

personal attention to each student and,

encouraging their positive growth at every

step. Classrooms are well equipped to

successfully deliver our innovative teaching

methods that focuses primarily on using

creativity. Air-conditioned rooms with

smartboards and projectors complement our

commitment towards our vision.

FACULTY AND
TEACHING METHODS

WHO WE ARE

Here at BIS, we aim to guide our students to

become leaders of a greater tomorrow and, be

the change they want to see in the world. 

“Aiming for Excellence” - our motto focuses on

identifying the individual abilities of each

student, and polishing them towards

excellence, as they explore and discover more

about the world surrounding them. Our unique

curriculum is designed to offer quality

education, reinforcing a love for learning that

lasts far beyond school hours, and a passion for

success that translates itself into their future.

Instilling confidence and nurturing happiness

in our students are our top priorities, knowing

and strongly believing that when a child is

comfortable, academic success is bound to

follow.

OUR VISION
Welcome to The British International School of

Lubumbashi, an innovative school for children

from Play School to Grade 12 offering a highly

portable, globally recognised curriculum, with

outstanding extra-curricular activities, and a

warm and welcoming community in the heart

of Lubumbashi. Choosing the right school is

about so much more than academics. It is

about finding a happy and caring environment

within which students can thrive, explore and

develop new areas of interest, and build the

foundation for learning that will last a lifetime.

With a new approach in blending traditional

values and contemporary techniques, we at BIS

recognise our student’s social and emotional

growth equally as important as their academic

development.

We empower our
students to work hard

and reach their
potential. 


